INTRODUCTION
Presented discussion contributes in corporate finance theory in its narrower area concerned about nonprofit organizations model of financial management in financial liquidity with efficiency measures as the context. That context is seen by some as controversial, especially from technical point of view. Some claim that nonprofit finance and its managerial decisions in them, are not different from for-profit business decisions (Hansmann 1987 , Jegers 2011 ). Such position is only partially correct. Sloan et al. and Wediget al.use with modifications financial management portfolio theory to nonprofit organization financial management (Sloan et al., 1988; Wedig 1994 , Wedig et al. 1996 , Jegers, Verschueren, 2006 . In the paper is used the model of financial liquidity management in nonprofit organizations from the perspective that states the fundamental financial target of nonprofit organization is the best financially effective implementation of the mission that cause the donors support for the nonprofit (Michalski, 2012a; Chapelle, 2010) . The requirements for net working capital linked with the elements shaping it, such as the level of cash tied up in inventories, accounts receivable, cash and near cash assets, the early settlement of accounts payable, are one from fields where could be seen difference. Not many nonprofit organizations has to do with all aspects of liquidity decisions or current assets management. Like for-profit organizations, part of them, from current assets use only cash, redistributing it from donors to beneficent. Other nonprofit organizations collect free of charge goods for resale, using incomes to realizing the mission. Many of nonprofit organizations are almost identical in operating processes with for-profit businesses, but are nonprofit because of their main mission. Polish nonprofit organizations are important part of general social policy in Polish economy and not only Polish economy (interesting study in that area provides Soltes 2012, paper). By them are realized important targets in education, in healthcare, and many other socially key areas. Considering efficiency of nonprofit organizations, should be remembered that from the donor perspective, is important the way the managing team uses resources of the nonprofit organization and if it is used in the most effective way. The nonprofit organization efficiency should be considered in the context of the risk. The one from the most important way to be out from business is the lack of the liquidity. In paper are considered relations between liquidity measures and efficiency measures. That relation is also illustrated for Polish nonprofit organizations data.
Nonprofit organization managing team decision about the financial liquidity level policy, is an balance of gaining new customers by way of a more liberal organization inventories and trade credit policies and limiting the risk of allowing for the additional operating costs and payment delay from unreliable purchasers. That kind of decision shapes the level and quality of financial liquidity and is seen in financial liquidity measures (Michalski, 2012a) . Paraphrasing Keith Smith and James A. Gentry observations, is possible to observe that Robichek et al. (Gentry, 1988; Robichek et al., 1965; Smith, 1973) tell about risk involved to financial liquidity level decisions, which must be accepted by financial institutions pledging of financial liquidity level of the nonprofit organization. Keith Smith (Smith, 1973; Gentry, 1988) predicted and Michalski (Michalski, 2008; Michalski, 2012c) showed how portfolio theory may be used to decrease financial liquidity level risk. Current assets as main composer of financial liquidity level could be viewed in portfolio context as presented by Friedland (1966; Gentry, 1988) . Pringle and Cohn (1974; Gentry, 1988) tried to adapt the CAPM theory to working capital elements. Bierman and Hausman (1970; Gentry, 1988) discuss the granting policy of organization and shows that financial liquidity level policy requires balancing the future sales gains against possible losses. Lewellen, Johnson and Edmister (Lewellen, Johnson, 1972; Lewellen, Edmister, 1973) explain NATIONAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS IX.
how and why traditional devices used for monitoring financial liquidity level should be changed by new and better ones. Freitas (Freitas, 1973) shows relation between liquidity and risk during financial liquidity level management. The question discussed in presented paper concerns the making decisions by nonprofit organizations in financial liquidity level area in connection with efficiency measures.
2
POLISH NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FINANCIAL LIQUIDITY LEVELS If holding financial liquidity level on a level defined by the organization provides greater advantages than negative influence, the nonprofit organization efficiency will grow (Michalski, 2012a; Shin, 1998; Ranjith Appuhami, 2008) . Changes in the level of financial liquidity level effect on the efficiency of the nonprofit organization. To measure the effects that these changes produce, is use the following formula, which is based on the assumption that the nonprofit organization efficiency is the sum of the future free cash flows to the nonprofit organization (FCNPO), discounted by the rate of the cost of capital financing the realization of nonprofit organization mission:
where EREV -expected revenues of nonprofit organization, p -probability of realization expected revenues, CE -cash expenditures (fixed and variable costs), NWR -net working capital requirements, ∆NWR -net working capital requirements changes, CAPEX -capital expenditures resulted from long term operational investments; ∆V npo -nonprofit organization efficiency increase; ∆FCNPO t -future free cash flow growth in period t; and CoC -discount rate equal to cost of capital rate.
Changes in financial liquidity levels influence nonprofit organization efficiency, to estimate such effect, acceptation of discount rate equal to the average weighted cost of capital (CoC) is needed. Results of mentioned changes are long term in their character and strategic in some meaning, although they refer to financial liquidity level and traditionally short run area decisions, see: (Michalski, 2012a ; Maness, 1998, pp. 62-63). Remembering that fundamental financial target of the nonprofit organization is not the enterprise value creation but as close as possible realization of the mission of that organization (Zietlow, 2007, p. 6-7) , controversial is to use analogous rules like for for-profit enterprises, but in fact such solution is proposed in textbook literature (Brigham, 2004) . I the paper is used modified version of that classical approach. That paper rules claim that the higher risk should be linked with the higher cost of capital rate used to evaluate the future results of current decision (Michalski, 2012a) . That approach is also positively connected with the level of efficiency and effectiveness in Empirical relation between liquidity measures and efficiency in Polish nonprofit organizations realization of the nonprofit organization mission. Effectiveness is understand here as more accurate realization of nonprofit organization donors. They spent their money issuing the organization in capital and by revenues sourced from their answer on that how organization mission appeal to their personal social aims. Cost of financing financial liquidity level policy is a result of the risk included to the organization strategy of financing and/or investment in financial liquidity level (Dluhosova 2010, p. 120-125).
The holding and increasing of financial liquidity level ties up money used for financing financial liquidity level. Basing on that, is possible estimation of the free cash flows, which are treated as the free amount of money after cash expenses which could be used for future nonprofit organization actions (Polak 2011) . With accounts receivables level increasing, the nonprofit organization must utilize and tie up more money, and this decreases free cash flows. Nonprofit organization offer growth, usually necessitates increased levels of the most liquid assets of nonprofit organization, such as: cash, inventories, and accounts receivables. General part of this growth will be covered with current liabilities that automatically grow with the growth of production and sales.
The remaining money requirements (that are noted as net working capital requirements growth, ΔNWR) will require a different form of financing (Michalski, 2012) . In Figure 1 , the influence of financial liquidity level policy changes on nonprofit organization efficiency is presented. These decisions change: future free cash flows generated by nonprofit organization operations (FCNPO), time of the organization life (t) and rate of the cost of capital financing the nonprofit organization operations (CoC). Changes to these three components influence the efficiency of nonprofit organization (ΔV npo = nonprofit organization efficiency increase). Financial liquidity level policy decisions changing the terms of realization of operating cycle create a new financial liquidity level. Consequently, financial liquidity level policy has an influence on nonprofit organization efficiency. This comes as a result of alternative costs of money tied in financial liquidity level and general costs associated with managing financial liquidity level. Both the first and the second involve modification of future free cash flows and as a consequence the nonprofit organization efficiency changes.
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Figure 1 The financial liquidity level policy influence on nonprofit organization efficiency
where EREV -expected revenues of nonprofit organization, CR -cash revenues, CEcash expenses (cash expenditures), CAPEX -capital expenditures linked with investing in fixed operating assets; PAR -projected accounts receivable level in nonprofit organization; PAR -projected accounts receivable level in nonprofit organization;∆NWR -net working capital requirements change; p -probability of expected revenues realization; and t -the time the decision is taken and their results on FCNPO and ∆V npo .
Source: own study based on (Michalski, 2008; Holmstrom, 2001 ; Holmstrom, 1996; Holmstrom 2000). Changes in financial liquidity level (resulting from changes in financial liquidity level policy of the organization) affect the net working capital requirements level and also the level of financial liquidity level management operating costs in the nonprofit organization; these operating costs are a result of financial liquidity level issuing, monitoring and recovery charges). 
